CHAPTER 10 VIRTUOUS HOSPITALITY
Study Guide
1. Let’s jump right in and get to the center of this
chapter. It is about being a servant to those in our
lives. It is not an easy concept to apply, nor is it easy
to live out. In what areas do you serve without
reservation?

2. In what areas do you need to serve less selfishlessly?

3. Answer yes or no to the following questions.
*Do you wake up before your family?
*Do you plan ahead for meals?
*Do you stay on top of your household tasks?
*Are you late for things?

4. If you answered no to all the above, move onto #5.
Otherwise, stick around to answer this question.

**Do you feel stressed and overwhelmed at life in general?
And do you follow a routine? If not, how could you
implement a routine that serves you and your family
better?

5. Hospitality is a great gift for many women. Some of us
have it and some of us don’t. The following questions are
to get you thinking.
*Is your door always open to visitors?
*Do you routinely have people over?
This is not to make you feel guilty, but to instead inspire
you to perhaps review your own perceptions on hospitality.
Can you host a ladies tea at your house?
Do out of town family members feel as if they can spend a
night or two at your house?
Can you host a playgroup for local moms?

6. Let’s talk table manners. Can you hold a conversation
without gossiping or keeping the topic focused on

yourself? In what areas do you struggle with table
manners? How can you improve?

7. If you could have a servant or maid, what area in your
life would that be? Why?

CHAPTER 11
VIRTUOUS CONSIDERATION
1. Are you an impulsive sort of gal? Do you jump in
headfirst without thinking? How has that gotten you in
trouble before?

2. Wisdom teaches us that we should plan ahead and
consider our schedule with it comes to our family. What
does this mean to you?

3. Do you work? I don’t mean at a job, but at home? Are
you a worker, that spends more time up and moving
around, then sitting and loafing?

4. Name some ways that you work hard. Name some
ways that you can improve on.

5. If you could be an entrepreneur, what area would it be
in?

